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Overview

•  Temporal modulations

•  Spectral modulations

•  The role of modulations in speech production and natural sounds

Natural Sounds and Acoustics

Physiology

•  Encoding of Modulations in the cochlea.

•  Encoding of temporal modulations in the inferior colliculus.

•  Encoding of spectral modulations in the inferior colliculus.



Ecological principles of hearing

i.  “Natural acoustic environments” guided the
 development of the auditory system over
 millions of years of evolution.

ii.  The auditory system evolved so that it optimally
 encodes natural sounds.

iii.  To understand how the auditory system functions
 one must also understand the acoustic structure
 of biologically and behaviorally relevant inputs
 (sounds).



What is a natural sound?

i.  Natural sounds are often species dependent
i.  Humans: speech
ii.  Other mammals: vocalized communication sounds
iii.  Sounds emitted by predators
iv.  Navigation (e.g., bats, whales, dolphins)

ii.  Context dependent.
i.  Mating sounds
ii.  Survival sounds (e.g., running water)
iii.  Communication sounds

iii.  Background sounds
i.  Undesirable sounds (e.g., running water, ruffling

 leaves, wind) – usually “mask” a desirable and
 biologically meaningful sound.



Jean Fourier (1768-1830)

Fourier Signal Analysis (1807)

Any signals can be
Constructed by a
Sum of Sinusoids
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Fourier Synthesis – Square Wave
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Signal Decomposition by
The Auditory System (1863)

The Auditory System
Functions Like a
Spectrum Analyzer

Helmholtz (1821-1897)



The cochlea performs a frequency
 decomposition of the sound

Apex

Adapted from Tondorf (1960)

Base

Low High

ApexBase



Some Basic Auditory Percepts
•  Loudness – a subjective sensation that allows you to
 order a sound on the basis of its physical power
 (intensity).

•  Pitch – a subjective sensation in which a listener can
 order a sound on a scale on the basis of its physical
 frequency.

• Timbre – is the quality of a sound that distinguishes it 
from other a sounds of identical pitch and loudness.

•  In music, for instance, timbre allows you to
 distinguish an oboe from a trumpet.
•  Timbre is often associated with the spectrum of a 
 sound.



Temporal Auditory Percepts 

•  Periodicity Pitch – Pitch percept resulting from the
 temporal modulations of a sound (50 – 1000 Hz).

•  Residue pitch or pitch of the missing fundamental –
 Perceived pitch of a harmonic signal (e.g., 400, 600,
 800, 1000 Hz components) that is missing the
 fundamental frequency (200 Hz). 

•  Rhythms – Perception of slow sound modulations
 below ~20 Hz.

•  Timbre – Timbre is not strictly a spectral percept as
 is typically assumed. Temporal cues can also change
 the perceived timbre of a sound. Also binaural cues
 can alter the perceived timbre. 
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Size principle – pitch is inversely related to
 the size of the resonator

CNBH, PDN, University of CambridgeCNBH, PDN, University of Cambridge

Musical Instruments come in Families 

Instruments with 

different sizes, 

but same shape

and construction,

sound similar.

The ‘family’

sound is the 

message.

violin
viola

cello

siz
e

pitch

Scaling



Temporal Amplitude Modulation 

RED = carrier signal
YELLOW = modulation envelope

The above signal is a sinusoidal amplitude
 modulated tone (SAM tone). It is expressed as:

€ 

x(t) = 1+ cos 2πfmt( )[ ] ⋅ cos 2πfct( )

fm = Modulation Frequency (Hz)
fc = Carrier Frequency (Hz)



Temporal Amplitude Modulation
(Rhythm Range)

Time

€ 

x(t)=A(t)sin(2⋅π ⋅ fct+φ)5 Hz

Fm
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20 Hz

40 Hz



50 Hz

Time
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Temporal Amplitude Modulation
(Pitch Range)



Pitch of the missing fundamental

Frequency
f0 2f0 10f0 

Harmonic Tone Complex has a
 perceived pitch frequency f0



Pitch of the missing fundamental

Frequency
f0 2f0 10f0 

If you remove the fundamental
 component, f0, the pitch is still present.



Pitch of the missing fundamental

Frequency
200 msec

400  800  1200   1600

Fundamental
 removed



Existence Region for prominent 
Temporal Percepts



The “Speech Chain” “The Speech Chain”



Harry Hearing Larry Lynx 



Larynx Anatomy



Vocal folds (top view)



Vocal Folds are a nonlinear free air oscillator.

1)  Vocal folds
 are not a
 motor driven
 oscillator.

2)  They are
 essentially
 “flapping in
 the wind”.

3)  Produce a
 quasi periodic
 excitation.



Quasi Periodic Excitation Pattern

100 msec    ->    f0=100 Hz

Glottal Pulses



Phonation During Human Speech

Vocal Fold Vibration 
(High  Speed Capture)

Vocal Fold Vibration 
(Actual Speed)
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Peaks in the speech spectrum that are created 
by the vocal tract resonances are called formants

F1 
F2 

F3 

The vocal tract shaping creates spectral modulations.



Postural adjustments of the vocal tract and 
articulators changes the formant frequencies



Postural adjustments
 of the vocal tract and 
articulators (lips,
 tongue, soft palate)
 changes the resonant
 properties of the vocal
 tract and oral cavity.
 This results in distinct
 formant patterns for
 different vowel
 sounds.



The relationship between the first and second 
formant frequencies is distinct for different vowels.



Speech production Key Points
1)  Vocal folds are the primary excitation

 source.

a)  Increases sound intensity (compare to
 whispering).

b)  Partly determine speech quality and
 pitch (e.g., male versus female voice).

2)  Vocal tract shapes the spectrum of the
 speech sound and produces spectral cues
 in the form of formant frequencies.



Acoustic structure in animal communication
 signals is similar across many species 

As for speech many animal
 vocalizations contain: 

1)  Periodic Excitation 

2)  Slow varying  
 modulation / envelope 



Natural sounds have an ~ 1/f modulation spectrum



Natural sounds have ~ 1/f modulation spectrum

€ 

S( f ) = C ⋅ f −α

2) Note that if α=1 and C=1 then:  

€ 

S( f ) = f −1 =1/ f

1) The 1/f spectrum is defined by: 

3) Furthermore note that in dBs: 

€ 

SdB ( f ) = 20log10 S( f )( ) = 20log10 f −α( ) = −α ⋅ 20log10 f( )

Therefore the plot:

€ 

−α ⋅ 20log10 f( )     vs.   log10 f( )

Is a straight line with negative slope.



Natural sounds have ~ 1/f modulation spectrum



The cochlea decomposes sounds into its
 spectral and temporal components



The speech spectrum changes dynamically with time



Songbird vocalization
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Perceptual Asymmetry to the Envelope Waveform

- Strong tonal percept

-  Weak percussive 
   percept

- Weak tonal percept

-  Strong percussive 
- percept

20 msec 

- Sounds have identical periodicity
- Sounds have identical spectrum
- Sounds are time reversed
- Identical pitch/rhythm but different timbre

Patterson & Irino 1998



Perceptual Asymmetry to the Envelope Waveform

Ramped Sinusoid

Ramped Noise

Damped Sinusoid

Damped Noise

20 msec 

- Sounds have identical periodicity
- Sounds have identical spectrum
- Sounds are time reversed
- Identical pitch/rhythm but different timbre

Patterson & Irino 1998



How much spectral and temporal
 resolution is necessary for sound

 recognition? 
•  Cochlea - Very High Resolution, 30,000 Hair Cells 

•  Speech Recognition 
 - Low Freq. resolution, ~4 channels 

           (R. Shannon et al. Science 1995) 
 - High Temporal Resolution 

What’s the Neuronal Basis for this Dichotomy? 

•  Music Perception 
 - High Freq. resolution, > 32 channels. 
 - Lower Temporal resolution 



Cochlear Implant Simulation 

Speech Music 

2 channels

4 channels

8 channels

16 channels

32 channels

Original

4 channels

8 channels

16 channels

32 channels
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Fourier Analysis – sinusoids are the basic building block

= 



Spectro-Temporal Ripples serve as a building
 block for spectral and temporal modulations 



Speech and other complex sounds can be
 decomposed into ripples



Ripple spectrum of natural sounds



Analysis of spectral and temporal modulations
 in the inferior colliculus 

Monty A. Escabí  



How is spectral and temporal information 
encoded in the central Auditory Pathway?

MGB 

CN 

AC 

NLL 

IC 

MSO/LSO 



Hair cell nonlinearity rectifies the incoming sound.

Hair cell responds only to positive deflections 
(towards the kinocilium)



What does the hair cell rectification
 buy us?

1) Creates distortion products.

2) Distortion products allow the hair cell to
 demodulate the incoming sound (i.e., remove
 the carrier information and preserves
 modulation).

3) Point (2) is especially important at high
 frequency because high frequency auditory
 nerve fibers cannot phase lock to the carrier.



What is the advantages of not representing
 the sound frequency in the auditory nerve
 firing pattern?
1)  Much of the content carrying information is

 conveyed by the modulations.
2) Frequency is represented by the “place” on the

 cochlea. It would be “redundant” to represent it
 in the temporal firing pattern of auditory nerve
 fibers.

4) Would require high metabolic demands.

3) Specialized mechanisms would be required to
 phase-lock at high frequencies (e.g., barn owl).
 For most mammals phase-locking < 1000Hz.



Hair cell rectification is essential for 
extracting sound modulations

Tuning Filter

(Mechanical)

Lowpass Filter

(Haircell synapse 
and membrane,
~1000 Hz cutoff 

frequency)

Rectifying
Nonlinearity

Sound To CNS

f f 
g(x)

x(t)



Hair cell rectification: 
Math perspective (single sinusoid)

Consider a single sinusoid input: 

€ 

x(t) = sin ωct( )            where            ωc = 2 ⋅ π ⋅ fc

Lets apply a simple rectifying nonlinearity:

€ 

y(t) = x t( )2 = cos2 ωct( )

To simplify apply trigonometric identity:

€ 

cos2 θ( ) =
1
2

+
1
2
cos 2 ⋅ θ( )



Therefore the final output is:

€ 

y(t) =
1
2

+
1
2
cos 2 ⋅ωc ⋅ t( )

Key points: 

3) The output contains two NEW frequencies:
     2ωc and 0!

2) The output does NOT resemble the input.

1) The frequency of the input is ωc 

Hair cell rectification: 
Math perspective (single sinusoid)



Lets consider what happens when
 the input consists of the sum of

 TWO sinusoids.



Consider a sum of two sinusoid inputs: 

€ 

x(t) = sin ω1t( ) +  sin ω2t( )

As before lets apply rectifying nonlinearity:

€ 

y(t) = x t( )2 = cos ω1t( ) + cos ω1t( )[ ]2

€ 

= cos ω1t( )2 + 2 ⋅ cos ω1t( ) ⋅ cos ω2t( ) + cos ω2t( )2

A                         B                       C             

Hair cell rectification: 
Math perspective (two sinusoids)



As for the single tone example:

€ 

cos 2ω1t( )2 =
1
2

+
1
2
cos 2 ⋅ω1 ⋅ t( )Term A: 

€ 

cos 2ω2t( )2 =
1
2

+
1
2
cos 2 ⋅ω 2 ⋅ t( )Term B: 

How about term C? 

Hair cell rectification: 
Math perspective (two sinusoids)



Term C produces an Interaction Product:

€ 

2cos 2ω1t( )cos 2ω2t( )Term C: 

To simplify apply trigonometric identity:

€ 

cos α( ) ⋅ cos β( ) =
1
2
cos α + β( ) +

1
2
cos α −β( )

Hair cell rectification: 
Math perspective (two sinusoids)



Hair cell rectification: 
Math perspective (two sinusoids)

Term C simplifies to:

€ 

cos ω1 +ω2( ) ⋅ t( ) + cos ω2 −ω1( ) ⋅ t( )

And the total output is:

€ 

=1+
1
2
cos 2 ⋅ω1 ⋅ t( ) +

1
2
cos 2 ⋅ω2 ⋅ t( )

€ 

y(t) = A + B + C

€ 

+ cos ω1 +ω2( ) ⋅ t( ) + cos ω2 −ω1( ) ⋅ t( )



Key points: 

3) The output contains five NEW frequencies:
     0, 2ω1, 2ω2, ω2-ω1 and ω1+ω2!

2) The output does NOT resemble the input.
1) The input contains two frequencies: ω1 and ω2

Hair cell rectification: 
Math perspective (two sinusoids)

5) Note that ω2-ω1 is the frequency of the
 modulation!

4) The terms containing ω2-ω1 and ω1+ω2 are
 referred to as interaction products.



Hair cell rectification and modulation extraction: 
Frequency domain perspective

Frequency

Haircell Tuning FilterSAM Tone
Distortion Products

0 
fm 

2fm 
2fc+fm 2fc-fm 

2fc 

Hair cell Nonlinearity: g(x)
Synaptic Lowpass Filter

fc+fm f c-fm 

fc 

Haircell Output



How does the hair cell
 demodulation process differ for

 LOW and HIGH frequency
 auditory nerve fibers?



High Frequency Auditory Nerve Fiber

Frequency

0 
fm 

2fm 
2fc+fm 2fc-fm 

2fc 

fc+fm f c-fm 

fc 

Note that tuning filter and lowpass filter
 do NOT overlap. Output strictly contains

 modulation signal.

1 kHz



Low Frequency Auditory Nerve Fiber

Frequency

0 
fm 

2fm 
2fc+fm 2fc-fm 

2fc 

fc+fm f c-fm 

fc 

Note that tuning filter and lowpass filter
 overlap. Output contains modulation and

 carrier signals.

1 kHz



Hair cell rectification and modulation extraction
 (high frequency fiber): Time domain perspective

SAM Input

Rectified

Demodulated
envelope

Hair cell nonlinearity

Membrane/synapse 
lowpass filter



Hair cell rectification and modulation extraction
 (low frequency fiber): Time domain perspective

SAM Input

Rectified

Hair cell nonlinearity

Membrane/synapse 
lowpass filter

Hair cell output



Hair cell rectification and modulation extraction: 
Time domain perspective

Key points: 

3) The output of the hair cell approximates the
 envelope of the modulated signal for high
 frequency fibers.

1) The input contains the carrier and the
 modulation envelope.
2) The rectification and lowpass filtering process
 removes the carrier for high frequency fibers.

4) The output of LOW frequency hair cells
 contains both modulation and carrier information.



Envelope and Carrier Phase-Locking

Carrier phase locking
 is not present for high
 frequency fiber. 

Tone at CF

Carrier phase locking
 is present for low
 frequency fiber. 



AN fibers exhibit Lowpass AM sensitivity



AM Sensitivity in the inferior colliculus is Bandpass
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Example IC dot-rastergram for SAM Noise 
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Temporal Modulation Responses are Tuned in the
 Inferior Colliculus but not in the auditory nerve

Langner and Schreiner 1988Joris and Yin 1992

Auditory Nerve Inferior Colliculus



Place-rate versus temporal coding of pitch 

Stimulus 
spectrum 

Cochlear 
filtbank 

Neural 
excitation 
 pattern 

Basilar 
 membrane 

vibration 



Hearing The Cochlea 



Cochlear Fibers are Frequency Tuned



Tonotopic organization

M. Lenoir et al.

Μ. Λενοιρ



Cochlear Decomposition



The speech spectrum changes dynamically with time



Songbird vocalization



Spectral integration and inhibition in the IC.



The CNIC has a frequency specific 
laminar organization



LateralMedial

Dorsal

Ventral

1) The IC has a distinct laminar 
organization.

Frequency

2) This organization provides
 the substrate for its frequency
 organization.

Organization of the IC



Organization of the IC

LateralMedial

Dorsal

Ventral

How are other response attributes
 organized within the IC?

1)  Spectral modulation preferences.

2)  Temporal modulation preferences.

3)  Binaural preferences.

Frequency



Cerebellum

IC CTX

RostralCaudal

Medial

Lateral

How are spectrotemporal preference organized 
across the IC isofrequency lamina? 

LateralMedial

Dorsal

Ventral



Tonotopic Gradient is Evident with 
The Electrode Array



Best Frequency Increases with Penetration Depth



Discrete ~1/3 octave jumps in BF are observed
as a function of penetration depth

This finding is consistent with the hypothesis that anatomical
 lamina provide the substrate for frequency resolution of the IC.



LateralMedial

Dorsal

Ventral

Schreiner and Langner 1988

Circular Organization for spectral 
resolution and temporal modulations

Frequency

Organization of the IC



Frequency Response Area

Traditional Approach for
 Measuring Neural Sensitivity

1)  Play sound
2)  Measure firing rate

This approach assumes that
 firing rate is the key
 response variable. 

It completely ignores phase
-locking and temporal
 evolution of the response.



Alternative approach

1)  Play a persistent complex sound.

The sound should contain a high degree of
 complexity so that many sound features
 are covered.

2)  Let the neuron tell you what acoustic
 features it likes!



Example persistent sounds



Measuring Neuronal Sensitivity -
“Spectro-Temporal Receptive Field (STRF)”

Neuronal Response



STRF - two alternative interpretations
1)  Sound point of view - can be viewed as the

 “overage” or “optimal” sound that tends to
 activate the neuron (sounds that produce
 action potential).

2)  Neuron point of view - can alternately be
 viewed as the functional integration of the
 neuron. 

a)  Red indicates excitation whereas blue
 indicates inhibition.  

b)  The duration of the STRF tells you about
 the integration time.



Time and Frequency
 Resolution can be
 measured from the
 STRF

Δt

Time Resolution =STRF average duration=Δt

Δf

Frequency Resolution = STRF average bandwidth=Δf

Spectrotemporal Receptive Field (STRF)



Latency and best
 frequency are can be
 defined  by the
 excitatory peak 

BF

Latency



Latency and best
 frequency are can be
 defined  by the
 excitatory peak 

Modulation preferences
 depend on excitatory
/inhibitory relationship 



Latency and best
 frequency are apparent
 from the excitatory
 peak 

Modulation preferences
 depend on excitatory
/inhibitory relationship 



STRF Preference 

   Spectral:  on-off 

   Temporal:  on 

Modulation Preference 

  Spectral MTF:   Bandpass 

  Temporal MTF: Lowpass 



STRF Preference 

   Spectral:  on 

   Temporal:  on-off 

Modulation Preference 

  Spectral MTF:     Lowpass 

  Temporal MTF:   Bandpass 



Example STRFs



Population Spectral and Temporal MTF

Best Fm:  ICC=30.0 Hz
  MGB=21.9 Hz
  AI=12.8 Hz



ICCICC MTF is 
non-separable

 B 

C 

MGBv

AI

Cortical and Thalamic
MTF are separable



IC Units Exhibit a Spectrotemporal Resolution Tradeoff

High Temporal Resolution

High Spectral Resolution

Temporal Resolution
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Cerebellum

IC CTX

RostralCaudal

Medial

Lateral

How are spectrotemporal preference organized 
within the IC isofrequency lamina? 

LateralMedial

Dorsal

Ventral

Constant BF



b 

Temporal Preferences are organized within a 
frequency lamina



RostralCaudal

Medial

Lateral

Laminar Organization (11-16 kHz): Spectrotemporal Resolution 
STRF Latency Spectral Modulation Freq.

Temporal Modulation Freq.



LateralMedial

Dorsal

Ventral

Temporal ResolutionSpectral Resolution

Organization of the Central Nucleus



Summary
1)  In the auditory nerve modulation sensitivity

 is homogeneous and lowpass. The IC is
 much more heterogeneous.

2)  Neurons in the IC respond selectively to
 spectral and temporal modulations.

3)  Spectral and temporal modulation
 preferences are systematically organized
 within the IC.

4) Temporal modulation sensitivity degrades
 from IC to cortex.


